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First Place Award

Sword

a shining blade
sing-ringing through dark air.
silver drawing lines of red in white.
an artist creating revenge.

Joan Furilla
1

Second Place Award

In a world where
Young men carbuncular
Strut streets with knives
and confidence,
And stumble
Down darkened stairways
Into the grimy subway
That undercuts the city
And heartlessly leaves
The desperate,
Mother and Child,
Crouching legless in its wake
Through the Silent Night
Into the darkening day,
In just such a world
Tradition shatters under
The feet of Jewish bridegrooms
And on the hearths of
Commy Pinkos,
And breaks itself
In remembrance of,
Our Lord,
And is itself broken into
Half homes
Like the hearts
Of our children.
In this very best of all possible worlds,
My God,
My God, why hast we forsaken thee?
For we are wanderers in a lost and lonely land
Looking for solace
As one man cultivates his garden
And another fishes in the desert.
Our voracious hunger must be stayed.
The rolling thunder must boil through heaven.
And the rain must come.
Only then can the sun
Rewarm the frozen hearts of men.

Sharon Poat
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Third Place Award

The Word Green Can Mean Many Things
This world was chartreus with envy
that you were so young and aquamarine.
They offered you Adam's emerald apple
and now you're a deeply jaded green.

Tia Sillers
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Dierdre Zernarm
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Theory

of Relativity

Ask yourself
Who am I?
Who are You?
The Pronounced Identity Crises
To
To
To
To

I, You are You
You, You are I
You, I am You
I, I am I

No wonder Identity is so perplexing
With X equals X and I is I
While Identity is relative to
Who is Who

Cin Nic
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Tia Sillers
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Little Johnny Goes Out To Play
Tag your It!
Play Hide and Seek with the world
being the donkey without a tail.
Spin the Bottle and win a kiss
but take it lightly least you wish to play House.
Pick a card, any card, but hurry and decide
are you Cop or Robber? Beggar Man? King?
Fly a kite and wonder how high is the sky.
Blind Man's Bluff through everything.
An instinctual struggle of Leap Frog,
Kicking and clawing to be King of the Hill.
When at last, perhaps you win, still a distant echo -Red Rover, Red Rover send Johnathan over.
Are you sleeping Brother John?
Did you hear -- London's Bridge is gone?
All ye, All ye outs in Free,
All that's out come in Free.

Cin Nic
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Catherine Valenti
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The gentle, salty caresses of
The warm water of the sea
Will always touch and tug at
The shell embedded in the damp sand;
Yet never will the tide's pull
Unanchor the shell from its sanctum;
For if it did, the delicate shell
Would surely be crushed and scattered
Over the ocean's floor like
The rest who dared to let go.

Christie Garrett
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Your eyes reflect upon me
Who I am
Yet in your eyes I can't find you
Guide me.

Christie Garrett
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So much to say
It would take me a lifetime
So many words Yet never enough.
You wouldn't know if I told you.

Christie
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Garrett

Pamela Taliaf
1
erro
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Hero

He expects nothing in return -- not if
He's sincere. Slaying dragons for
Others and rescuing a princess
He cannot keep. He lives his life only
For another man's dreams to come true.
A pawn, only needing to be needed.
He does everything in his power
To serve mankind, yet, he is rewarded
Not with praise, but with the selfish desires
Of those around him. He is used; naively
Giving in to the whims of cowards and
Bullies. He is dedicated, thoughtful, solemn,
A fool. He doesn't enjoy being a hero, but
He doesn't know it. He never will.

Christie Garrett
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Paradox
Pressure seal on my heart
emotion tumble-rumbling in
the compacting of many unspoken
I love you's and I hate you's
to make an appearance of silent
nothing.

Joan Furilla
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Suitcase
Some days were harder than others for him,
feeling so many emotions,
simply packing them away in the heart's

attic.

Feeling he would soon grow old,
seeing his life as faded, dusty curtains,
he decided.
He packed his emotions in a suitcase and left.

Joan
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Furilla

Yos hit
1 a ka
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Masushita

black cat
alley cat
lean and quick
perched on a garbage can
picking fish bones.
black man
city man
lean and quick
perched on a stoop
picking chicken bones.
while God watches.

Joan Furilla
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Water Bridge

Her teardrops
building a bridge of
water
to God
who is building
a bridge of
water
to cleanse
her soul.

Joan Furilla
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January

23

It isn't sticking to the streets
because it was warm yesterday
.. comparatively speaking.
It's not really falling fast
because it sort of floats,
each flake -- brushing one another ..
people in a crowd -- something like that.
Little children on recess during
Catholic school, I don't know any other,
running from chapel service
-- falling, throwing, skipping, catching ..
weaving in and out of each other -total controlled chaos.
At what time do we as adults
loose that freeness?
When do lines, pecking orders, laws, rules ...
take over?
It has covered the roofs
and what's left of winter's grass.
It's about time for a snow
we've needed a break from the drab
and cold
-- although I suppose it is still cold,
actually colder -scientifically freezing -but there is a silence that comes
with nature's first flung flurry
a breathlessness a rosiness from blood rushing to skin's cheeks.
The crystals somehow catch
light
even in the atmosphere's grey flannel.
As comforting as your hand holding mine.
It, the hand, is such sensitive skin you say.
The same for the snow,
with each bit of frozen rain
kissing our faces and melting from the 98.6.
Heat -. chemical mixtures -and I wan t to lie down
and sleep in the white -nevermind that it may cover me
serving as a premature grave.
I have no desire to die
life still entices me
- but I would not mind drowning in its
virgin touch.
Partially because I know I won't drown.
Partially because it would be a nice way to die.

Tia Sillers
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a Sillers
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213 Haverford
Frost was right
something there is that doesn't love walls.
They hindered us as children running through backyards
taking shortcuts home from school
they make us break our stride it's not often we can jump over them.
They make the grass stop for a moment
no worse for wear mind you,
after all, there is plenty of it
but unconsciously somewhat urked
(grass can be urked).
And the sandbox or swingset isn't nearly as friendly
once on the other side of the wall.
It becomes forbidden yet beckoning
like the monk cookie jar that says, "thou shall not steal."
In the winter walls look cold and in the summer hot
despite human efforts with ivy and wysteria
to pillow the hardness.
Walls only remind me of what used to be and now all I can see are tops of trees
and sky blue sometimes gray
and brown roof tops.

Tia Sillers
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Water

1. I do not believe in the zodiac
It claims we are water children
Finding peace in liquids
I must admit I feel most at home around it Water
Sometimes when you eyebrows tighten
And you head fills with wistful things
Your eyes look sea foamy
Rolling on high-crested aquamarine waves.
II. There is a place in Alaska
A point
A confluence
The meeting of the Russian and Kenai rivers
The Russian comes from a mountain lake -Bright and blue and rapid
The Kenai, also rapid, springs from a glacier -A distinctive emerald hue
Both are brilliant
When the rivers meet the colors do not immediately
A line clearly demarcates the converging point
and
For hundreds of yards the eye can still determine
The separate origins of each
Eventually the invisible barrier disappears
Blue-green waters flow as one into the ocean
Rolling on high-crested aquamarine waves
I have never been there
But I have the desire to go
We talk as if Alaska is the last land of mystery
The place where hard work and honesty survive.

merge

III. Growing tired of saying good guys finish first
We mustn't change the way we are
Because
Because they do, eventually
It may be easier to float along with the current
-. rem em ber there is an undertow
And water, no matter if it is our sign,
Is still water
Is still drowna ble
As long as mystery
If we let it lead us .. and honesty
Rolling on high-crested aquamarine waves
Exist
We surely will not drown.

Tia Sillers
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General Observation

Monkey see monkey do
live pavlov and his damn dog
we salivate when told to
never questioning the morality

1

behind demands

Humans so manipulative naturally
use other humans like stepping stones
that wobble in creeks precariously
the kind you walk on innocently as a child
And then you grow up -- never changing
only the stones do
inorganic to living being
but you can't really blame the child
He's only following in his father's

footsteps

Tia Sillers
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First Place Award
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Shin-ichi Imanaka
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General Observation
This Throw-Away

2

Society

And I could not look you in the face
or shake your hand
offering you peace at mass -I would only be able to remember the color of your eyes
or see them in a picture
but even then I couldn't look long
But you are better now
new friends who replace us
"gen uine diarnelle"
have fun in the limelight
we still have bruises from your footprints
don't look us in the face
I don't even remember the color of your eyes.

Tia Sillers
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Melissa Watkins
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Life
between two times
not one but definitely not the other
age that is -searching somewhere for some plausible philosophy
symptoms of the undefined;
extremely easily impressed,
not wanting real responsibility really
but its being shoved in their faces
so -beckoning buried courage from God knows somewhere
to open something they think is sealed shut -youth transforms into adult

Tia Sillers
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Life 2
The tree house in the back yard
is empty with a hole in the floor
some little foot fell through it a long time ago
after rain and rotting leaves and bugs and snow and wind
wear and tear
torn and worn
it was painted green at one time
some hands painted with laytex enamel
evergreen-for ever green-paint-it once was
after sawing and hammering and sweating and lifting and loving
peel and crack
torn and worn
after squeals and shouts and cries and laughs
where pirates and cowboys and indians lived
so simple, no illusions, very real, now gone
up -- grown up to build some tree houses somewhere else
life and death
torn and worn
but beautiful

Tia Billers
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Afternoon Fantasia
Dust motes dance,
Pirouetting
In a golden beam.
A graceful
Jete and twirl around
In harlequin tutus.
A frenzied
Up and forward leaping
Down
To gray layers,
Collecting on
Lonely
Mouse-tracked
Oaken
Boards.

Sharon
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Angel Heath
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Ironies
Like grains of sand
Sift through my fingers
And shift under my feet.
And I bask in the warmth
Of the sun god the father
And pray-Please bless me with stupidity
Oh, honor me with ignorance
When the hungry waves
Lap,
Insidious,
At the most carefully constructed castle
Until
Proud turret tumbles and deep dungeon exposes
Me
In the burning eyes of the sun
I lie
Helpless
And grains of sand
Lie
Glittering.

Sharon Poat
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Special thanks to Tia Sillers for help with publicity and to Lendon Noe for her
help with layout and design.

